More with less.

Standard with soft-close BLUMOTION, MOVENTO runners provide multiple solutions with a single runner. Combine with our motion technologies, TIP-ON BLUMOTION or SERVO-DRIVE, to ensure drawers open with a light press of the front and close softly and quietly. MOVENTO concealed runners give you the design freedom for deep, wide drawers that will hold anything homeowners would like to store. From cast iron and stoneware to appliances and pantry items, MOVENTO rises to the challenge while enhancing user experience for generations to come.

- Face frame attachment options available.
- Lateral stabilizer prevents drawers from racking side-to-side. (Optional)
- Standard and heavy-duty options available.
- Face frame attachment options available.
- Bottom mount holes allow for fine adjustment before final fit.
- Available in a wide variety of lengths.
- Rear side-to-side adjustment re-aligns the back of the drawer box with the front.
- Lateral stabilizer prevents drawers from racking side-to-side. (Optional)
- Standard and heavy-duty options available.
- Concealed roller carriage with permanently lubricated synthetic rollers.
- Front height adjustment allows for precise alignment of drawer fronts.
- Elongated holes allow for fine adjustment before final fit.
- Easy, tool-free installation for TIP-ON BLUMOTION.
- Front side-to-side and optional depth adjustment available on locking devices.
Meet MOVENTO, our most advanced runner in more than 50 years. We’ve spent time in homes all over the world to learn from users how they want to work in their kitchens. Combining that insight with our team of experts, MOVENTO is crafted for everyone from the culinary masters to the takeout queens. Holding more weight per drawer than its predecessors, MOVENTO provides a kitchen experience like never before.

Innovation.

Waste drawer.

Make taking out the trash a breeze for your clients with MOVENTO waste/recycle sets. The runners are extremely durable and feature an over extension, meaning the drawer comes out past the frame, to make removing a second bin easy. The sets come in multiple sizes to accommodate bigger families and busy kitchens.

Make taking out the trash a breeze for your clients with MOVENTO waste/recycle sets. The runners are extremely durable and feature an over extension, meaning the drawer comes out past the frame, to make removing a second bin easy. The sets come in multiple sizes to accommodate bigger families and busy kitchens.

MOVENTO
Redefining the Laws of Motion

Please visit blum.com for information on other Blum products
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